
Devilla Forest - Four Lochs, near Kincardine 
This 8 mile circular route 
visits all four of the 
Devilla lochs. The route is 
described starting from 
the main Devilla car park 
but if started from 
Kincardine a wander 
through Tulliallan Woods 
could also be included. 

Distance: 8 miles / 13 km 

Ascent:  410 feet/ 125 m 

Start / finish: Devilla Car 
Park, A985 near 
Kincardine 

From the car park follow 
the red squirrel route to 
Bordie Loch. At the loch 
there is a choice of going 

around it either to the north or the south. The northern path has less ascent and better views. At the 
far end of the loch close to the Pulpit stone when the path starts to bear left to circle the loch, is a 
rough (sometimes muddy) path into the trees. A marker post with a red stripe is helpful for finding it. 
The correct path heads west (not north) for about 200m to join a forest track. 

Turn right on to the track and then go left at a crossroads. Follow the track round to the right, turn 
right at a T junction and follow the path round to the left (the power lines should now be on your 
left). At the next T junction go left and pass under the powerlines. Soon after the powerlines a 
trodden path turns left into the trees southwards alongside the Moor Loch. Yellow flag iris and 
rhododendrons bloom along this section in early summer. Pass the area of the Danes Camp and 
Curling Pond before following the path out to a forest track. Turn right on the track and then right 
again passing a fenced area and house. Turn right after the house and look out for a rough trodden 
path heading into the trees to the right. Follow the path to the old dam and turn left to cross the dam 
and follow the shore to reach an old outflow area. Cross the outflow and turn left on to a track back to 
the main forest track network. 

Turn right onto the track following it around the north western corner of the loch to reach another 
junction. Go left this time, uphill under the power lines, to reach the Peppermill Dam. Turn left to 
walk clock-wise around this loch. Cross the lade and walk across the dam wall to reach the northern 
shore. Follow this path keeping close to the water to reach the eastern end of the reservoir where the 
path goes into the forest and reaches a multi-way junction. 

Take the second right option heading approximately south west on a vehicle track into connifers. 
Keep straight on at the crossroads to reach an open area on the right. After the open area, at NS 952 
878 a rough path heads left (east) into the trees alongside an old broken wall. After about 750m the 
path arrives at Keir Dam. Go clockwise around the reedy loch to its eastern end. The path turns 
through 90 degrees left heading northwards to reach a forest track. Turn right on the track (east) to 
reach a crossroads. Turn right at the crossroads and follow the track back to the car park. 


